Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is the most common X-linked inherited disease ([@B1]), present in 1 in 5000 live male births in all populations, with 30% of the cases resulting from *de novo* mutation ([@B2]). The disease is caused by a mutation in the dystrophin gene that leads to the absence of dystrophin protein in skeletal muscle ([@B3]). Dystrophin is a subsarcolemmal protein that forms part of the link between the contractile machinery and the extracellular matrix. In the absence of dystrophin, the transmembrane dystrophin--glycoprotein complex (DGC) components are lost, and the stability of the sarcolemma is reduced ([@B4], [@B5]). The loss of this force transmission system results in an increased fragility and susceptibility to damage of the dystrophic muscle fibers ([@B6]^,^[@B7][@B8]--[@B9]). It is thought that mechanical injury in dystrophic muscle occurring during contraction can result in an abnormal influx of extracellular calcium *via* an anomalous function of calcium-permeable channels in the sarcolemma of dystrophic muscles ([@B10]). This calcium influx, combined with oxidative stress and altered mitochondrial function, leads to a vicious cycle, worsening the handling of cytosolic calcium, and contributing to muscle dysfunction and progressive necrosis ([@B11]^,^[@B12][@B13]--[@B14]).

The disturbance of Ca^2+^ homeostasis in DMD was initially thought to be a result of the fact that the total Ca^2+^ (free and bound Ca^2+^) content is doubled in the muscles of *mdx* mice (a mouse model of DMD) and was subsequently blamed on the observation that the influx of Ca^2+^ through the cell membrane is increased ([@B15]). This alteration in Ca^2+^ influx is part of an altered mechanotransduction mechanism ([@B16]) that has been demonstrated by means of microspectrofluorimetry and patch-clamp experiments in myofibers from chronically exercised *mdx* mice ([@B17], [@B18]). Moreover, sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) Ca^2+^ reuptake is slowed in *mdx* myofibers, and an SR Ca^2+^ leak of uncertain etiology has been reported ([@B16], [@B19]). The rate of Ca^2+^ sparks in dystrophic fibers is increased, further suggesting that a defect in SR Ca^2+^ release occurs in muscular dystrophy ([@B20]). An elevated cytoplasmic Ca^2+^ concentration has been implicated in the pathophysiology of protein degradation and cell death in *mdx* muscle ([@B21], [@B22]), leading to the hypothesis that dystrophin-lacking fibers have chronic Ca^2+^ overload that results in the activation of Ca^2+^-dependent proteases, such as calpains ([@B23], [@B24]).

Bellinger *et al.* ([@B19]) have shown that ryanodine receptor (RyR)-1, the skeletal muscle isoform of the SR Ca^2+^ release channel, contributes to altered Ca^2+^ homeostasis in dystrophic muscles in the *mdx* mouse model of DMD. In addition, RyR1 isolated from *mdx* skeletal muscle shows an age-dependent increase in *S*-nitrosylation, coincident with dystrophic changes, enhanced oxidative stress, and altered NO signaling in muscle. RyR1 *S*-nitrosylation depletes the channel complex of the stabilizing protein calstabin-1, resulting in "leaky" channels ([@B19]). Such a mechanism could contribute to deregulated cytosolic calcium and may also deplete the SR, leading to a lowered availability of calcium for contraction and, finally, weakness. The association of calstabin-1 with RyR1 can be preserved by stabilizing compounds called Rycals. S107, a Rycal-stabilizing calstabin-1, which binds to the nitrosylated channel and inhibits SR Ca^2+^ leaks. A reduction in the biochemical and histologic evidence of muscle damage, improved muscle function, and increased exercise performance have been observed in young *mdx* mice treated for the short term (2 wk) with S107 ([@B19]).

Restoring RyR-calstabin binding and inhibiting Ca^2+^ leakage could form a strategy for the treatment of DMD. The compound S48168/ARM210 has been selected from a library of Rycal candidates for preclinical advancement as a potential treatment for DMD, based on its ability to stabilize the RyR channel complex, its oral bioavailability, and its distribution in skeletal muscles. The present study is the first preclinical assessment of the effects of S48168/ARM210 in the *mdx* mouse model of DMD. In particular, we investigated both the short-term (4 wk) and long-term (12 wk) effects of daily oral administration of S48168/ARM210 at two different doses in 5-wk-old exercised *mdx* mice, with primary pathology-related endpoints: forelimb and hindlimb strength by *in vivo* grip test, plasma levels of creatine kinase (CK), muscle contraction parameters \[*i.e.*, isometric contraction of diaphragm (DIA) strips and isometric and eccentric contraction of the extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscle *ex vivo*\], and muscle histopathology evaluation. Plasma and tissue drug levels were also evaluated to estimate the exposure of the animals. In the short-term proof-of-concept study, secondary endpoints were also assessed to validate the drug's mechanism of action, and in the 12 wk study, we aimed at verifying the long-term efficacy of the test compound. These two trials were independently performed by two laboratories, both adhering to internationally recognized standard operating procedures (SOPs) for preclinical tests in *mdx* mice, to verify the comparability of the results and to further validate them.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#s1}
=====================

Animals and *in vivo* studies {#s2}
-----------------------------

Male *mdx* mice (4--5-wk-old; C57Bl/10ScSn-Dmd mdx) and male C57Bl/10ScSn control mice \[4--5-wk-old; corresponding to wild-type (WT) mice\] were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA). Animals were acclimatized for 1 wk in the animal facility before the beginning of the study.

All animals were examined and weighed before the initiation of the study and sorted into cages to be assigned to different experimental groups. A \<5% difference in mean body weight was present among the experimental groups. The cages of mice were then randomly assigned to each treatment group.

All the researchers were blinded to treatment and genotype. Regular light--dark cycles (based on the dawn and dusk phasing) were maintained. The animals were housed in a group of 2 per cage at the Department of Pharmacy--Drug Sciences, University of Bari (hereafter referred to as UNIBA) or 5 per cage at Agada Biosciences Inc. (hereafter referred to as AGA). The laboratory where each test was performed is indicated in parentheses throughout the text. The functional tests were performed during the light-cycle phase. The room temperature was maintained at 20--25°C, with a relative humidity of 40--65%. Chow was provided *ad libitum* for the duration of the study. Normally, a mean of 4--5 g/d per mouse was added. Food consumption was checked daily. The composition of the food used in the two laboratories involved in the study is provided in [Supplemental Table 1S](#SM6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Animals were provided with untreated drinking water (spring water, the vehicle) or spring water that contained the test compound S48168/ARM210 at the doses given below. Compound-treated drinking water and untreated drinking water were made available *ad libitum.* S48168/ARM210 was supplied by Servier (Suresnes, France) in powder form. The mean water consumption per animal per week was calculated based on the volume of water measured at the end of each week divided by the number of animals in each cage, normalized to the mean body weight of the animals in the cage. The selection of the dose levels of S48168/ARM210 (10 and 50 mg/kg per day) was based on the results of previous pharmacological studies in nonexercised *mdx* mice or other animal models, the dose of 10 mg/kg per day having affected the parameters of muscle function and force (Servier, personal communication, 2013).

The treatment duration was 4 wk (phase 1) or 12 wk (phase 2). The ages of the mice at the terminal endpoints were 8--10 wk for phase 1 and 16--18 wk for phase 2. Phase 1 was a proof-of-concept study and was performed exclusively in Prof. De Luca's laboratory at UNIBA. For this study, 3 groups of 10 *mdx* mice were randomly allocated to the vehicle or drug treatment group, with age-matched WT mice (C57Bl/10ScSn; *n* = 6) used for strain control. The phase 2 experiments to verify and validate the drug's long-term efficacy were independently performed at both Prof. De Luca's laboratory at UNIBA (4 groups of mice) and at AGA. The AGA experiments were supervised by Prof. Nagaraju at Agada Biosciences, Inc. Both trials were performed at about the same time, with both laboratories having the knowledge that the identical trial was being performed elsewhere. Three groups of 8 (UNIBA) and 15 (AGA) *mdx* mice were randomly allocated to the vehicle or drug treatment group, with age-matched WT *mdx* mice (C57Bl/10ScSn; *n* = 8 at UNIBA and *n* = 15 at AGA) as a second control. With respect to the possibility of laboratory-related differences, strict adherence to SOPs was ensured as far as experimental protocols and primary clinically relevant readouts were concerned (*i.e.*, *in vivo* and *ex vivo* force measurements and histology). This approach was pivotal in fulfilling the requirement for independent validation of the preclinical results and for verifying that SOP adherence allowed for a better comparison of data obtained in different laboratories ([@B25], [@B26]). As part of this approach, attention was given to the comparison between the data for *mdx* vehicle-treated mice and WT mice for the two laboratories in terms of the aforementioned parameters (*i.e.*, a phenotypic effect comparison between the two laboratories). The comparison was then made between the *mdx* vehicle-treated mice and the *mdx* mice treated with one of the two doses of S48168/ARM210.

Treadmill exercise was used to unmask the *mdx* mouse phenotype and was performed as has been published ([@B27], [@B28]).

*In vivo* grip strength and fatigability measurements {#s3}
-----------------------------------------------------

In the phase 1 study (UNIBA), only forelimb grip strength was assessed; in the phase 2 study, forelimb grip (UNIBA and AGA) and hindlimb grip (AGA) strengths were both measured using a grip strength meter (Columbus Instruments, Columbus, OH, USA) ([@B27], [@B28]). Force was detected weekly, at least 48 h after the last treadmill session. Five measurements were taken for each mouse. In the AGA study, the grip strength measurements were collected once over a 5 d period after 12 wk of treatment, whereas in the UNIBA studies, the same measurements were performed weekly on the same day of the week. The maximum values for each measurement were used for subsequent analysis.

The exhaustion test was performed every 4 wk in each group for both the phase 1 and 2 studies (UNIBA). Groups of mice were made to run on a horizontal treadmill for 5 min at 5 m/min, followed by an increase in the speed of 1 m/min each minute. The total distance run by each mouse until exhaustion was measured. Exhaustion was defined as the inability of the mouse to continue running on the treadmill for 1 min, despite repeated gentle stimulation.

*Ex vivo* force measurement: contractile properties of EDL muscle and DIA {#s4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

At the end of the *in vivo* phase, mice were deeply anesthetized with urethane (1.2 g/kg i.p.; UNIBA) or with ketamine and xylazine (80 and 10 mg/kg; AGA).

The EDL muscle of the right hindlimb was removed and securely tied with braided surgical silk at both tendon insertions. The entire DIA muscle and surrounding ribcage were rapidly excised and placed in a dish containing oxygenated Ringer's solution at 25°C \[pH 7.4; AGA: NaCl (137 mM), NaHCO~3~ (24 mM), Glucose (1 mM), KCl (5 mM), CaCl~2~ (2 mM), MgSO~4~ (1 mM), Tubocurarine (0.025 mM); UNIBA: NaCl (148 mM), KCl (4.5 mM), CaCl~2~ (2 mM), MgCl~2~ (1 mM), NaHCO~3~ (12 mM), NaHPO~4~ (0.44 mM), glucose (5.55 mM)\] to microscopically isolate portions for examination. DIA strips composed of longitudinally arranged full-length muscle fibers were tied firmly with braided surgical silk at the central tendon and sutured through a portion of the rib bone affixed to the distal end of the strip. Then, each preparation was rapidly placed in an oxygenated muscle chamber (95% O~2~, 5% CO~2~) containing Ringer's solution (pH 7.4) at 25°C (AGA) or 27°C (UNIBA) to perform the isometric and eccentric contraction recordings ([@B29]^,^[@B30][@B31][@B32][@B33]--[@B34]).

In brief, after equilibration (30 min), each preparation was stretched to its optimal length (*L*~o~, measured with an external caliper), the length producing the maximum, twitch in response to a 0.2 ms pulse of the maximum effective voltage (40--60 V). At *L*~o~, the force developed was measured during trains of stimulation (EDL, 250 ms at AGA, 350 ms at UNIBA; DIA, 450 ms) with increasing frequencies, until the highest plateau was achieved. The force generated to obtain the highest plateau was established as the maximum force generated by the muscle.

At AGA, EDL muscle fatigue was measured with 60 isometric contractions for 300 ms each, once every 5 s, at 100 Hz. The force was recorded every minute during the repetitive contractions and at 5 and 10 min afterward to measure recovery. At UNIBA, EDL muscle fatigue was recorded with 2 min trains of 100 Hz tetani under isometric conditions and measured as the percentage of force reduction at the 5th and the 10th pulse, when compared with the first pulse. Full recovery from fatigue was assessed before starting the eccentric contraction protocol.

The eccentric contraction force drop in EDL muscle (UNIBA) was measured as described previously, using a mild protocol able to selectively impair muscle force in *mdx* muscle, while exerting no effect or only mild potentiation in WT muscle ([@B30]). An index of stiffness during each eccentric contraction was obtained by dividing the difference in stress produced between the isometric response and the peak stress resulting from the imposed stretch (*i.e.*, change in stress) by the change in length of the muscle during the stretch \[0.1 *L*~o~\]([@B35]).

Data were collected and analyzed using AcqKnowledge software v. 3.8 (Biopac System, Goleta, CA, USA) (UNIBA) or using the 605A: Dynamic Muscle Date Acquisition and Analysis System (Aurora Scientific, Richmond, BC, Canada) (UNIBA and AGA). At the end of the experiments, the samples were removed, trimmed of their tendons, blotted, and weighed on an analytical balance. Absolute values of tension were normalized by the cross-sectional area according to the equation *sP* = *P*/(Mass/*L~f~* × *D*), where *P* is the absolute tension; Mass is the muscle mass from tendon to tendon; *D* is the density of the skeletal muscle, assumed to be 1.06 g/cm^3^; and *L~f~* is determined by multiplying *L*~o~ by previously determined muscle length-to-fiber length ratios: 0.44 for the EDL and 1 for the DIA ([@B30], [@B32]).

Fura-2 microfluorescence analyses {#s5}
---------------------------------

Enzymatically isolated myofibers of the flexor digitorum brevis (FDB) muscle were used (UNIBA). After dissection, the FDB muscles were incubated in a Petri dish with Ringer's solution (2 ml) and 0.8--1 mg/ml collagenase type XI-S (Millipore-Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) for 45 min at 37°C under constant agitation and continuous O~2~ flux. After incubation, the muscle was transferred to a tube containing 1 ml of Ringer's and washed 3 times. Muscles were transferred on a Petri dish coated with Sylgard, and fibers were separated with gentle pipetting. The best fibers were chosen after microscopic observation, put on a microscope slide previously treated with Cultrex (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) and finally incubated at 37°C for 3 h. After that, 400 µl Fura-2 AM (5 μM) was added to the slide and incubated for 1 h at room temperature, with no light. Recording and analysis were performed according to Fraysse *et al.* ([@B17]).

Mechanical threshold {#s6}
--------------------

The EDL muscle was dissected intact and fixed by tendons in the recording chamber containing Ringer solution (*T* = 28°C; pH = 7.2--7.4) (UNIBA). The mechanical threshold (MT) of the individual myofibers was determined in the presence of tetrodotoxin (3 μM), by using a 2-microelectrode "point" voltage-clamp method, according to published reports ([@B27]). The threshold membrane potential (*V*, in millivolts) was read on a digital sample-and-hold millivoltmeter for each fiber at the various pulse durations (*t*, in milliseconds); the mean values at each *t* allowed the construction of a "strength--duration" curve. The rheobase voltage (*R*, in millivolts) was obtained by a nonlinear least-squares algorithm, according to the following equation: *V* = *H* − *R* exp(*t*/τ)/1 − exp(*t*/τ) ([@B27], [@B31], [@B36], [@B37]).

CK serum levels {#s7}
---------------

CK was determined from serum taken from blood samples withdrawn by cardiac puncture (UNIBA and AGA). Blood was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 min at 4°C (AGA) or 3000 *g* for 10 min at 4°C (UNIBA) to obtain the serum. CK determination was performed by standard spectrophotometric analysis by using a CK diagnostic kit ([@B30], [@B37]).

Calpain activity {#s8}
----------------

DIA muscle lysates were used to measure the activity of Ca^2+^-dependent calpains in DIA muscle lysates (UNIBA), with a commercially available fluorogenic kit (Calbiochem Calpain Activity Kit; Millipore-Sigma, Billerica, MA). Tissues were kept at −80°C until homogenized for calpain measurement. Total proteins were measured by the Bradford assay (Bio-Rad) ([@B24]).

Real-time PCR {#s9}
-------------

Total RNA was isolated from GC muscles (UNIBA) with an RNeasy Fibrous Tissue Mini Kit (C.N.74704; Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) and quantified by spectrophotometry (ND-1000 NanoDrop; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). To perform reverse transcription, for each sample 400 ng total RNA was added to 1 μl of 10 mM dNTP mix \[Roche, Basel, Switzerland; catalog number (C.N.) 11277049001\] and 1 μl of 50 μM random hexamers (C.N. n808-0127; Thermo Fisher Scientific) and incubated at 65°C for 5 min. Then, 4 μl of 5× First Standard Buffer (C.N. Y02321; Thermo Fisher Scientific), 2 μl of 0.1 M DTT (C.N. Y00147; Thermo Fisher Scientific), and 1 μl of 40 U/μl recombinant RNasin ribonuclease inhibitor (C.N. N2511; Promega, Madison, WI, USA) was added and incubated at 42°C for 2 min. Then, 1 μl of 200 U/μl Super Script II reverse transcriptase (C.N. 18064-014; Thermo Fisher Scientific) was added, and the samples were incubated at 25°C for 10 min, at 42°C for 50 min, and at 70°C for 15 min. Real-time PCR was performed with the Applied Biosystems Real-Time PCR 7500 Fast system (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Each reaction was carried out in triplicate on a single-plex reaction. Reactions consisted of 8 ng of cDNA, 0.5 μl of *Taq*Man Gene Expression Assays, 5 μl of *Taq*Man Universal PCR Master Mix No AmpErase UNG (2×) (C.N. 4324018), and Nuclease-Free Water Not DEPC220-treated (C.N. AM9930; all from Thermo Fisher Scientific) to give a final volume of 10 μl. The RT-*Taq*Man-PCR conditions were step 1: 95°C for 20 s; step 2: 95°C for 3 s; and step 3: 60°C for 30 s. Steps 2 and 3 were repeated 40 times. Results were compared with a relative standard curve obtained from 5 points of 1:4 serial dilutions. The mRNA expression of the genes was normalized to the housekeeping gene glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (*GAPDH*). *Taq*Man hydrolysis primer and probe gene expression assays were ordered with the following Assay IDs: glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase: Mm99999915_g1; RyR1: Mm01175211_m1; calstabin (Fkb1a): Mm01243847_g1; utrophin (UTRN): Mm01168866_m1; myogenin (MIOG): Mm00446194_m1; follistatin (FSTN): Mm00514982_m1; Bcl-2 19 kDa interacting protein 3 (BNIP3): Mm01275600_g1; TGF-β: Mm01178820_m1; and NADPH oxidase (NOX)-2 (CYBB): Mm01287743_m1 ([@B38], [@B39]).

Histologic evaluation {#s10}
---------------------

DIA muscles and left gastrocnemius muscles were frozen (cooled isopentane in N~2~; AGA) or fixed in paraffin (UNIBA), sectioned at 6--10 μm, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Endpoints included the assessment of the following parameters: degeneration, centronucleated fibers (CNFs), normal fibers, and regeneration. Five random digital images were taken using a Axioplan II and Axiocam HRC Color Camera on an Image Capture microscope (Zeiss, Jena, Germany) and blinded analysis was performed on data from at least 6 animals per group with Image J (U.S. National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) software ([@B28], [@B31], [@B32], [@B40], [@B41]).

S48168 plasma and muscle levels {#s11}
-------------------------------

S48168 in plasma samples and GC muscles was measured by Servier using liquid chromatography (an Acquity HSS PFP analytical column, 50 × 2.1 mm, 1.8 μm; Waters, Guyancourt, France) and tandem mass spectrometry detection (API 4000) in ESI+, after protein precipitation on Ostro phospholipid removal plates (Waters) with Y2190 (SIL) as the internal standard. The working range was 5--500 ng/ml in plasma and 10--1000 ng/g in muscle tissue, using 20 μl of plasma or the equivalent 20 μg of tissue (see [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}).

Study approval {#s12}
--------------

### AGA study {#s13}

This non--Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) study was performed according to a Dalhousie University Committee on Laboratory Animals--approved protocol (14-017) and in compliance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

### UNIBA study {#s14}

All experiments were conducted in conformity with the Italian law for Guidelines for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (D.L. 116/92), and European Directive 2010/63/UE. The study was approved by the National Ethics Committee for Research Animal Welfare of the Italian Ministry of Health (protocol number: DGSAF0024012).

Statistics {#s15}
----------

All values are expressed as means ± [sem]{.smallcaps}. Statistical analyses were conducted on all available data and were performed with Stata ver. 13 (College Station, TX, USA). Significance levels were set to α = 0.05 for main comparisons, α = 0.10 for interactions where applicable.

All outcomes were analyzed at each time point at which data were collected. Mean comparisons between the WT group and the *mdx* vehicle-treated group were performed with unpaired Student's *t* tests and between *mdx* vehicle and each dose group using 1-way ANOVA with Dunnett's multiple comparison tests on raw or transformed values. The recovery scores were calculated for quantitatively measurable parameters, because the effect of the treatment was not only measured as the difference between treated and untreated mice, but also relative to the extent of the difference between normal and affected animals. The recovery score indicates directly how much of the deficit (%) was recovered by the treatment.

The recovery score for the drug treatment was evaluated according to the SOP described on the Treat-NMD website (<http://www.treat-nmd.eu/research/preclinical/DMD_SOPs>) using [Eq. 1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}:
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RESULTS {#s16}
=======

Proof-of-concept 4 wk phase 1 study {#s17}
-----------------------------------

### Animal dose regimen and body weight {#s18}

The animals were weighed at the end of each week throughout the period of the phase 1 study. The *mdx* vehicle mice weighed significantly more than their WT counterparts at all time points except week 2 (W2). A comparison between the *mdx* vehicle-treated group and the treatment group showed no changes in body weight as a consequence of the treatment ([**Fig. 1*A***](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![*A*, *B*) Body weight measurement (*A*) and mean water consumption normalized to body weight (*B*) over the 4 wk of treatment for WT mice, *md*x mice treated with vehicle, and *mdx* mice treated with S48168/ARM210 (hereafter referred to as S48168) at 10 or 50 mg/kg per day. \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01, *mdx* vehicle-treated *vs.* WT mice for all time points except 2 wk after treatment. *C*) Calculated dose of S48168 received by mice at both concentrations (mg/kg) over the 4 wk of treatment is shown. *D*--*F*) Baseline (*t* = 0) and posttreatment (*t* = 4) maximum forelimb grip strength (KGF; *D*), normalized forelimb strength to body weight (KGF/kg; *E*), and total distance run during an exhaustion test (*F*) for all experimental groups. All values are expressed as means ± [sem (]{.smallcaps}*n* = 6--10 animals/group). \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001, WT *vs.* *mdx* vehicle-treated mice, by unpaired Student's *t* test, and *mdx* vehicle-treated *vs.* S48168-treated groups, by 1-way ANOVA with Dunnett's multiple comparison test, as indicated. Although not shown, there was a statistically significant difference between the *mdx* vehicle-treated and WT mice in (*F*).](fj.201700182RRRf1){#F1}

The body weight determination was also important for calculation of the weekly dose of S48168/ARM210 that was provided with the drinking water. In turn, the estimation of the amount of water consumed by the mice at the end of each week allowed us to verify the dose of drug actually consumed by each mouse. No significant differences between *mdx* groups were observed mean water consumption normalized by body weight over time ([Fig. 1*B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

The dose of S48168/ARM210 consumed by the mice was in the expected range of 10--50 mg/kg per day, except for the first week of treatment ([Fig. 1*C*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, because of an underestimation of the amount of water drunk by these mice during the first week of treatment, the amount of drug consumed was initially higher than the expected dose of 50 mg/kg per day.

### *In vivo* parameters {#s19}

#### Forelimb grip strength measurement {#s20}

The *mdx* mice had significantly lower values for absolute forelimb strength than did the WT mice, at both baseline (W0) and after 4 wk of treatment (W4). A protection against muscle weakness was observed in the mice treated with S48168/ARM210 at 50 mg/kg per day; this effect was statistically significant at W4 with respect to the *mdx* vehicle-treated group ([Fig. 1*D*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), with a recovery score of 70%. The onset of the effect of the drug on maximum absolute force was very rapid at both doses of S48168/ARM210 ([Supplemental Table 2S](#SM6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the 10 mg/kg per day-treated *mdx* mice, a significant increase was observed at W1 by comparison to untreated *mdx* mice, whereas a significant increase was detected at W1 and W4 for the 50 mg/kg per day--treated *mdx* mice ([Supplemental Table 2S](#SM6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Because of differences in body weight between the WT and *mdx* mice, all forelimb strength values were normalized to body weight for both W0 and W4. A significant difference between WT and vehicle-treated *mdx* mice was maintained ([Fig. 1*E*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to what was observed with regard to absolute force, a dose-dependent improvement in the normalized forelimb strength was observed, with 50 mg/kg per day--treated mice showing a significant increase in normalized force when compared to the untreated *mdx* mice. The recovery scores also confirmed the dose-dependent effects (14 and 41% for 10 and 50 mg/kg per day, respectively).

#### Exhaustion test for *in vivo* fatigability {#s21}

Another measure of neuromuscular function is the resistance to treadmill running (exhaustion test), evaluated as the total distance that each mouse is able to run until exhaustion. The test was performed in all groups at baseline (W0) and after W4. The total distance covered by the WT mice before exhaustion was similar at W0 and W4 ([Fig. 1*F*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The *mdx* mice group showed a basal level of total distance run that was significantly lower than that of the WT mice. Moreover, the vehicle-treated *mdx* mice showed a decline in running performance from W0 to W4, with a significant decrease in the total distance run (−90 m; *P* \< 0.05). Conversely, all the drug-treated *mdx* mice, although not showing statistically significant improvement, maintained the ability to cover the same total distance before exhaustion (W0 *vs.* W4). No dose-dependent effect was observed for this parameter, with the recovery score being the same for both treated groups (25%).

### *Ex vivo* force measurement after 4 wk of treatment {#s22}

#### DIA {#s23}

In agreement with previous studies ([@B30], [@B31], [@B40]), the twitch and tetanic force values of the DIA of the WT mice were markedly higher than those of the *mdx* mice ([**Fig. 2*A, B***](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The drug treatment was associated with a dose-dependent trend toward an increase in DIA strength in the *mdx* mice. This improvement was mostly evident in the maximum specific tetanic force, for which a clear dose-dependent relationship was observed. In particular, the specific tetanic force of the DIA of mice treated with 50 mg/kg per day was significantly higher than that of the vehicle-treated *mdx* mice ([Fig. 2*B*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In parallel, faster contraction kinetics and a tendency toward a lower ratio of peak twitch force normalized to maximum tetanic force (sPtw/sPo) were also observed, in line with the action of the drug on Ca^2+^ handling mechanisms (data not shown).

![Specific twitch force (sPtw; *A*), specific tetanic force (sPo; *B*), and force--frequency curves (*C*) for DIA muscles in WT mice, *mdx* mice treated with vehicle, and *mdx* mice treated with S48168 at 10 or 50 mg/kg per day, after 4 wk of treatment. All values are expressed as means ± [sem (]{.smallcaps}*n* = 6--10/group). \**P* \< 0.05, WT *vs.* *mdx* vehicle-treated mice, by unpaired Student's *t* test, and *mdx* vehicle-treated *vs.* S48168-treated mice at 50 mg/kg per day, by 1-way ANOVA with Dunnett's multiple comparison test.](fj.201700182RRRf2){#F2}

The DIA force--frequency relationship data showed that at the highest frequencies (120 and 140 Hz), the *mdx* mice treated at 50 mg/kg per day had significantly higher values than did the *mdx* treated with vehicle ([Fig. 2*C*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). No genotype-related differences and no effect of S48168/ARM210 at any dose level were found upon DIA fatigue, nor upon recovery from fatigue (data not shown).

#### EDL {#s24}

There was no effect of S48168/ARM210 on EDL muscle force after 4 wk of treatment. Both twitch and specific tetanic force in the vehicle-treated *mdx* mice were lower than in the WT mice ([Supplemental Fig. 1S*A*, *B*](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For both doses of S48168/ARM210, the values of the two parameters almost overlapped with those of the vehicle-treated *mdx* mice ([Supplemental Fig. 1S*A*, *B*](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). No significant differences in the force--frequency relationship ([Supplemental Fig. 1S*C*](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) or the force decrease ([Supplemental Fig. 1S*D*](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) or recovery (data not shown) during fatigue or eccentric contraction were observed (data not shown) in the S48168/ARM210- *vs.* vehicle-treated *mdx* mice.

### Effect of S48168 on excitation--contraction coupling and Ca^2+^ homeostasis {#s25}

Considering that a leaky RyR can play a key role in the dysfunction of the excitation--contraction coupling mechanism in dystrophic muscle, we assessed the outcome of the S48168/ARM210 treatment on this function after 4 wk of treatment. For this purpose, the membrane voltage threshold for single myofiber contraction (MT) was measured in the EDL muscle by means of the microelectrode point voltage--clamp method. MT is an electrophysiological index of excitation--contraction coupling and an integrated measure of calcium-handling mechanisms, including RyR-mediated Ca^2+^ release ([@B27]). In line with previous evidence, *mdx* myofibers of the vehicle-treated group contracted at a more negative potential with respect to the WT group at all depolarizing pulses (*P* \< 0.05). Treatment with S48168/ARM210 at 50 mg/kg per day led to a significant shift in the potential for fiber contraction toward WT values at all durations of the depolarizing pulses. Accordingly, the membrane potential--duration curves, as well as the calculated value of the fitted rheobase voltage, were shifted toward more positive membrane potentials ([**Fig. 3*A, B***](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). A slight but nonsignificant effect was observed with S48168/ARM210 at 50 mg/kg per day, suggesting a dose-dependent effect of the drug on the rheobase voltage. Unfortunately, MT recordings could not be performed in the DIA because of methodological problems and DIA morphology.

![*A*, *B*) Effect of 4 wk of treatment with S48168 on the mechanical threshold (MT) of *mdx* EDL muscle fibers; the curves for membrane voltages for myofiber contraction in relation to the duration of the depolarizing pulse (strength--duration curves) are shown in *A*. The MT rheobase voltage values obtained from the fit of the curves are shown in *B*--*D*, which show the resting intracellular Ca^2+^ concentration of FDB muscle fibers and calpain activity in DIA, respectively. Each graph shows the values from WT mice, *mdx* mice treated with vehicle, and *mdx* mice treated with S48168 at 10 or 50 mg/kg per day. *A*--*C*) Data are expressed as means ± [sem]{.smallcaps} from 40 to 11 values (*n* = 4--5 mice. *D*) All values are expressed as means ± [sem]{.smallcaps} from 5 animals per group. *B*--*D*) \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001, WT *vs.* *mdx* vehicle-treated group, by unpaired Student's *t* test.](fj.201700182RRRf3){#F3}

Other indices of Ca^2+^ homeostasis were also assessed in this proof-of-concept 4 wk treatment study. [Figure 3*C*](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the level of free cytosolic Ca^2+^ recorded by Fura-2 microfluorescence in single isolated myofibers of the FDB muscle. In line with the results obtained for intact myofiber bundles ([@B17], [@B18]), the isolated *mdx* myofibers had a significantly higher level of Ca^2+^ than did the WT myofibers. A 25% reduction in cytosolic Ca^2+^ was observed in the *mdx* myofibers treated with 50 mg/kg per day S48168/ARM210 when compared to the *mdx* vehicle-treated myofibers. There was no difference in the level of cytosolic Ca^2+^ as the result of the 10 mg/kg per day S48168/ARM210 treatment, when compared to the *mdx* vehicle group.

Calpain activity was also measured in this study by using the DIA lysates to assess a possible reduction in Ca^2+^-dependent proteolytic events. Activity was significantly higher in the *mdx* DIA muscles than those of the WT mice ([Fig. 3*D*](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), in line with other results ([@B24]). A trend toward a reduction in calpain activity was found in the S48168/ARM210-treated groups, but no significant difference was observed, possibly because of the high variability between samples.

### Histologic evaluation and biochemical biomarkers {#s26}

The histologic assessment of H&E--stained sections for percentage of inflammation and other parameters (percentage of CNFs, regeneration, and degeneration) was performed on both the DIA and GC muscles ([**Fig. 4**](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Representative images of H&E-stained DIA and GC muscles, exhibiting mild-to-severe phenotypic variances of *mdx* mice treated with vehicle or with S48168 at 10 or 50 mg/kg per day after 4 wk of treatment. Scale bars, 200 µm.](fj.201700182RRRf4){#F4}

In both vehicle- and S48168/ARM210-treated mice, the DIA and GC muscles clearly showed typical dystrophic features, such as an alteration in muscle architecture, with the presence of areas of necrosis, infiltrates, and nonmuscle areas, most likely resulting from a deposition of fibrotic and adipose tissue. A large variability in fiber size and the presence of CNFs were also clearly detectable ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The morphometric analysis showed a dose-dependent decrease in the percentage of total area of damage (the sum of the necrotic and nonmuscle areas) in both muscle types, except for the DIA in mice treated with 10 mg/kg per day S48168/ARM210 ([**Fig. 5*A, B***](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Because of the high interindividual variability, the drug effect was mostly not statistically significant for either the DIA or GC muscles. However, significant increases and decreases were observed in the percentage of regenerating area and total damage, respectively, in the GC from *mdx* mice treated with 50 mg/kg per day S48168/ARM210. In the DIA, the 50 mg/kg per day S48168/ARM210-treated mice showed a reduction in the percentage of total damage and an increase in the percentage of regeneration, although neither was significant because of the high variability ([Fig. 5*A, B*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). No marked differences were observed in the number of CNF *vs.* normal fibers in the DIA or GC muscles at either dose of S48168/ARM210, when compared with the vehicle group (data not shown), probably reflecting a balance between a reduction in damage and a parallel increase in regeneration.

![Area of total damage and regeneration in GC muscle (*A*) and DIA (*B*) from *mdx* mice treated with vehicle or S48168 at 10 or 50 mg/kg per day after 4 wk of treatment. All values are expressed as means ± [sem]{.smallcaps} (*n* = 6 animals per group). \**P* \< 0.05; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001, vehicle- *vs.* S48168-treated mice, by 1-way ANOVA with Dunnett's multiple comparison test.](fj.201700182RRRf5){#F5}

No significant change in the serum level of CK, a biomarker of sarcolemmal fragility, was observed after 4 wk of treatment at either dosage when compared to vehicle-treated *mdx* mice ([Supplemental Fig. 3S*A*](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Effect of S48168 on target gene expression {#s27}

To gain insight into the possible mechanism of action of S48168/ARM210 on dystrophic muscle, real-time PCR analysis of relevant genes was performed in GC muscle. RyR1 and calstabin genes were selected as potential targets of Rycal action, TGF-β as a marker of fibrosis, follistatin as a gene involved in control of muscle mass, myogenin as a marker of muscle regeneration, cytochrome B-245 β-chain \[CYBB, known as NADPH oxidase (NOX)-2\] as a marker of reactive oxygen species (ROS) production, B-cell lymphoma-2--interactive protein (BNIP)-3 as a marker of muscle autophagy, and utrophin as a marker of myofiber regeneration.

[**Figure 6**](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows the effect of treatment with 10 or 50 mg/kg per day S48168/ARM210 on the ratio between the target genes and the housekeeping gene (*GAPDH*). Treatment with S48168/ARM210 at 50 mg/kg per day produced a significant increase in the gene expression of RyR1 when compared with WT mice. No significant changes were observed in the expression of RyR1, *FKB1α*, *UTRN*, *MIOG*, *FSTN*, *TGF-β*, or *CYBB* in the treated mice, when compared to the vehicle-treated *mdx* mice. A trend toward an increase in the BNIP3 gene expression level when compared to the vehicle-treated *mdx* mice was found in the mice treated at 50 mg/kg per day. This result suggests that S48168/ARM210 improves autophagy mechanisms.

![Gene expression profiling of RyR1, *FKB1α*, *UTRN*, *MIOG*, *FSTN*, BNIP3, TGF-β, and *CYBB* normalized to GAPDH for WT mice, *mdx* mice treated with vehicle, or *mdx* mice treated with S48168 at 10 or 50 mg/kg per day after 4 wk of treatment. All values are expressed as means ± [sem]{.smallcaps} (*n* = 6 animals per group). \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01 WT *vs.* *mdx* vehicle-treated mice, by unpaired Student's *t* test, and WT mice *vs.* *mdx* treated mice, by 1-way ANOVA with Dunnett's multiple comparison test between as indicated.](fj.201700182RRRf6){#F6}

Phase 2 study: independent long-term validation of efficacy {#s28}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Considering the positive outcome of the 4 wk proof-of-concept study, we thought it important to assess whether the drug could maintain or even enhance efficacy if the duration of the treatment was prolonged. This validation was focused on drug effects on various endpoints, both *in vivo* and *ex vivo*, including histomorphology, and was performed in parallel by the two independent sites adhering to the same SOPs.

### Animal dose regimen and body weight {#s29}

The animals were weighed at the end of each week throughout the entire trial period during the phase 2 study. The *mdx* vehicle-treated mice weighed significantly more than their WT counterparts at all the time points in both laboratories ([**Fig. 7*A, D***](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). A comparison between the *mdx* vehicle-treated group and the S48168/ARM210-treated group showed no changes in body weight at any time point ([Fig. 7*A, D*](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

![Body weight measurements from UNIBA (*A*) and AGA (*D*) and mean water consumption normalized to body weight from UNIBA (*B*) and AGA (*E*) over the 12 wk of treatment for WT mice, *mdx* mice treated with vehicle, and *mdx* mice treated with S48168 at 10 or 50 mg/kg per day. The calculated doses of S48168 received by the mice at both concentrations (mg/kg per day) over the 12 wk of treatment are shown in UNIBA (*C*) and AGA (*F*) All values are expressed as means ± [sem]{.smallcaps} (*n* = 8 to 15 animals per group).](fj.201700182RRRf7){#F7}

As described for the 4 wk study, the body weight determination was important for the weekly calculation of the doses of S48168/ARM210 to be provided in the drinking water of the animals. In turn, the estimation of the amount of water consumed by the mice at the end of each week allowed us to verify the dose of drug actually consumed by each mouse. No differences between groups were observed in mean water consumption, as normalized to body weight ([Fig. 7*B, E*](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The level of S48168/ARM210 taken by the mice was within the specified range of 50 and 10 mg/kg per day, except for the first week, with levels higher than expected ([Fig. 7*C, F*](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). As for the phase 1 study, the higher levels were the result of underestimation of the amount of water drunk by these mice. The three parameters measured by the two independent laboratories appeared to replicate each other, indicating the reproducible and reliable character of the data.

### *In vivo* parameters {#s30}

#### Forelimb GSM {#s31}

The effect of S48168/ARM210 on forelimb force after 12 wk of treatment was less evident than after 4 wk of treatment (phase 1), although slight differences were observed, most likely related to the fact that different experimenters performed the force determinations in the two laboratories.

At both UNIBA and AGA, the forelimb GSM during the 12 wk protocol was significantly lower in the *mdx* vehicle-treated mice than in the WT mice, consistent with other reports ([@B28], [@B30], [@B32], [@B42]). Slight differences were observed in the absolute and normalized values of grip strength between the two laboratories. This difference was probably because of differences in protocols (see Materials and Methods) and well-known experimenter-related influences. More important, the degree of impairment was similar in the two laboratories, as shown for the percentage changes of the normalized values in comparative [**Table 1**](#T1){ref-type="table"}. In the UNIBA study, the effect of S48168/ARM210 on normalized forelimb force at week 12 was significant for the 10 mg/kg group \[5 ± 0.23 kilogram force (KGF)/kg *vs*. 4.06 ± 0.20 KGF/kg for the vehicle-treated mice; *P* \< 0.01\]. This effect was greater than that for the highest dose (recovery scores of 35% *vs.* 12%, respectively). However, it is worth mentioning that the two doses showed a similar efficacy up to 11 wk of treatment ([Supplemental Fig. 2S*A*](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, significant improvement in the strength (*P* \< 0.001) was observed at weeks 10--12, when the *mdx* mice treated with 10 mg/kg per day were compared to the vehicle-treated mice, and at week 5 and weeks 10 and 11 (*P* \< 0.005), when the mice treated with 50 mg/kg per day were compared to the vehicle-treated mice.

###### 

Comparison of in vivo parameters in two independent 12 wk studies

  Treatment    Comparative group   Summary data                    
  ------------ ------------------- -------------- ----------- ---- -----------
  Vehicle      WT                  8              −40\*\*\*   15   −35\*\*\*
  10 mg/kg/d   MDX-VEHICLE         8              +23\*       15   +3
  50 mg/kg/d   MDX-VEHICLE         8              +8          14   +10\*\*

The outcome measure was the percentage change in normalized forelimb grip strength resulting from disease and from treatment with S48168 at 10 or 50 mg/kg per day, measured at the two laboratories over the 12 wk of the study. \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01, *mdx* vehicle-treated *vs.* S48168-treated mice, by 1-way ANOVA with Dunnett's multiple comparison test; and \*\*\**P* \< 0.001 *vs.* WT and *mdx* vehicle-treated mice, by unpaired Student's *t* test.

In the AGA study, a dose effect was observed for the normalized forelimb grip strength during the overall treatment period. The highest dose level of 50 mg/kg per day had a statistically significant effect when compared to the *mdx* vehicle treatment (3.99 ± 0.15 KGF/kg *vs.* 3.62 ± 0.14 KGF/kg; *P* \< 0.05), whereas the dose level of 10 mg/kg per day had no statistically significant effect on the normalized forelimb grip strength of the *mdx* mice. A comparison of the changes in normalized forelimb force in the two laboratories is shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

#### Hindlimb GSM {#s32}

Hindlimb force was measured only in the 12 wk study performed at AGA. Absolute hindlimb grip strength was significantly reduced in the *mdx* vehicle-treated mice when compared to the WT mice, consistent with previous reports ([@B32], [@B42]). There were no differences between the treatment groups, when compared to the *mdx* vehicle-treated group with respect to absolute hindlimb grip strength. However, when the normalized values were considered, a significant dose effect was observed during the overall treatment period, with the 50 mg/kg per day S48168/ARM210 treatment having a statistically significant ameliorative effect ([Supplemental Fig. 2S*B*](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### *Ex vivo* force measurement after 12 wk of treatment {#s33}

#### DIA {#s34}

At this time point, the DIA muscles from the *mdx* vehicle-treated mice showed a significantly lower specific tetanic force and specific twitch force than did the DIA muscles from WT mice, a difference of ∼50% in both laboratories ([**Table 2**](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [Supplemental Table 3S](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The drug treatment showed a considerable improvement in the DIA twitch force output in the *mdx* mice, but only in the results from AGA, with the 10 mg/kg per day dose showing a higher force output than the 50 mg/kg per day dose. A similar, although smaller, trend toward improvement was observed for tetanic force in the AGA study for 10 mg/kg per day dose ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [Supplemental Table 4S](#SM4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The dose-dependent relationship observed in the phase 1 study was not seen in the phase 2 study in either of the two laboratories, with the drug showing a slightly lower efficacy than after 4 wk of treatment.

###### 

Comparison of the effects of pathology and treatments on ex vivo contractile parameters of the DIA in 2 independent 12 wk studies

  Treatment             Comparative group   Summary data                 
  --------------------- ------------------- -------------- -------- ---- --------
  Twitch force study                                                     
   Vehicle              WT                  8              −47\*    11   −58\*
   10 mg/kg per day     MDX-VEHICLE         8              +2       13   +22
   50 mg/kg per day     MDX-VEHICLE         8              −9       12   +16
  Tetanus force study                                                    
   Vehicle              WT                  8              −46^†^   12   −45^†^
   10 mg/kg per day     MDX-VEHICLE         8              +2       14   +14
   50 mg/kg per day     MDX-VEHICLE         8              −7       12   −11

Percentage changes in the DIA twitch and tetanic force values resulting from disease and from 12 wk of treatment with S48168 at 10 or 50 mg/kg per day, measured at the two laboratories. \**P* \< 0.001, WT mice *vs.* *mdx* vehicle-treated mice, by unpaired Student's *t* test; and ^†^*P* \< 0.001, *mdx* vehicle-treated *vs.* S48168-treated mice, by 1-way ANOVA, with Dunnett's multiple comparison test.

#### EDL {#s35}

*Ex vivo* force contraction measurements showed that the EDL muscles from the *mdx* vehicle-treated mice had a significantly lower specific tetanic force and specific twitch force than did the EDL muscles from the WT mice. This decrease in twitch and tetanic force related to genotype was similar between the two laboratories ([**Table 3**](#T3){ref-type="table"} and [Supplemental Table 3S](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We then asked whether a longer duration of the treatment would unveil the effect of S48168/ARM210 on EDL muscle force. None of the treated *mdx* groups in either laboratory showed a statistically significant difference from the *mdx* vehicle-treated group. However, a clear trend toward a dose-related force increase in treated muscle was observed, with a similar level of force production obtained by both laboratories ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and [Supplemental Table 4S](#SM4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Slight, if any, genotype-related differences were observed in the time to peak and half relaxation time, and no effect of S48168/ARM210 was found on the muscle-contraction kinetics (data not shown).

###### 

Comparison of the effects of pathology and treatments on ex vivo contractile parameters of the EDL muscle, measured in 2 independent 12 wk studies

  Treatment           Comparative group   Summary data                 
  ------------------- ------------------- -------------- -------- ---- --------
  Twitch force                                                         
   Vehicle            WT                  8              −36\*    13   −25^†^
   10 mg/kg per day   MDX-VEHICLE         8              −1       14   −2
   50 mg/kg per day   MDX-VEHICLE         8              +14      13   +6
  Tetanus Force                                                        
   Vehicle            WT                  8              −42^‡^   13   −36^§^
   10 mg/kg per day   MDX-VEHICLE         8              +8       14   +11
   50 mg/kg per day   MDX-VEHICLE         8              +18      13   +13

The table shows the percentage changes in EDL muscle twitch and tetanic force values resulting from pathology and from the 12 wk treatment with S48168 at 10 or 50 mg/kg per day, measured at AGA and UNIBA. \**P* \< 0.01; ^†^*P* \< 0.001, WT mice *vs. mdx* vehicle-treated mice, by unpaired Student's *t* test; and ^‡^*P* \< 0.01; ^§^*P* \< 0.001, *mdx* vehicle-treated *vs.* S48168-treated mice, by 1-way ANOVA with Dunnett's multiple comparison test.

Similarly, there were no differences in the fatigue-related decline in force or in recovery from fatigue between the treated *mdx* groups and the *mdx* vehicle-treated group (data not shown). No protective effect of S48168/ARM210 at either dose was observed on the force decrease in *mdx* EDL muscle as a consequence of eccentric contraction stimulation ([Supplemental Fig. 2S*C*](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Stiffness is another parameter that can discriminate between WT and *mdx* muscles. The *mdx* EDL muscles were less compliant to stretch than were the WT muscles, as shown by the lower value obtained by calculating the difference in force before and after the stretch. A slight but not significant amelioration of stiffness was observed in the 50 mg/kg per day--treated group ([Supplemental Fig. 2S*D*](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Histologic evaluation, biochemical biomarkers, and gene expression after 12 wk of treatment {#s36}

Evaluation of the DIA and GC muscle histopathology of *mdx* mice showed results consistent with those in published reports for this age range and was similar for the two investigation sites. There was a significant increase in the percentage of inflammation per muscle, percentage degenerating muscle fibers per field, percentage regenerating muscle fibers per field, and percentage CNFs/field in the *mdx* vehicle-treated mice, when compared to the WT mice. Typical dystrophic features were also observed in both muscles types from *mdx* mice treated with S48168/ARM210 at either 10 or 50 mg/kg per day ([**Fig. 8**](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). The morphometric analysis showed a reduction in the total muscle damage in DIA, which was comparable between the two laboratories ([**Table 4**](#T4){ref-type="table"}), although statistical significance was found only for AGA's data. However, in the UNIBA study, the morphometric analysis revealed a significant dose-dependent reduction in CNFs, from 72.3 ± 1.6 to 62.4 ± 2.9% at 10 mg/kg (*P* \< 0.01) and 53.3 ± 2.5% at 50 mg/kg (*P* \< 0.01), with a parallel significant increase in normal fibers. These results are indicative of a reduction in the degeneration--regeneration cycle. In the AGA study, a dose-dependent effect was observed when single components of damage were evaluated (inflammation, necrosis, and centronucleation), suggesting an overall improvement in the morphology of the DIA muscle. All the histologic parameters measured at AGA showed substantial but nonsignificant dose-dependent reductions in inflammation, regeneration, and degeneration and necrosis in both the GC and DIA muscles (\>20% reduction when compared to the *mdx* vehicle-treated group in both muscles). In both laboratories, the drug did not have a protective effect on GC in terms of total damage ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}), despite a trend toward improvement in several of the histology parameters mentioned earlier (data not shown).

###### 

Effects of drug treatment on DIA histology, measured in 2 independent 12 wk studies

  Treatments                        Comparative group   Summary data              
  --------------------------------- ------------------- -------------- ----- ---- ---------
  Total damaged DIA (%)                                                           
   10 mg/kg per day                 MDX-VEHICLE         8              −9    15   −14\*\*
   50 mg/kg per day                 MDX-VEHICLE         8              −19   14   −10\*
  Total damaged gastrocnemius (%)                                                 
   10 mg/kg per day                 MDX-VEHICLE         8              14    15   1
   50 mg/kg per day                 MDX-VEHICLE         8              20    14   5

Percentage changes in the total damage in response to the drug treatment with S48168 at 10 or 50 mg/kg per day over 12 wk of treatment, measured at the laboratories. \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01, *mdx* vehicle-treated *vs.* S48168-treated mice, by 1-way ANOVA with Dunnett's multiple comparison test.

![Representative images of H&E-stained DIA and GC muscles exhibiting mild-to-severe phenotypic variations in *mdx* mice treated with vehicle or with S48168 at10 or 50 mg/kg per day for 12 wk. Scale bar, 200 µm.](fj.201700182RRRf8){#F8}

As observed in the phase 1 study, there were no significant changes in CK level in either the UNIBA or AGA study at 12 wk of treatment ([Supplemental Fig. 3S*B*, *C*](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Treatment did not lower the CK levels in these mice.

In addition, qPCR experiments were performed on GC muscle from the 12 wk study, with the genes that were modified in the 4 wk study. No significant changes were observed in the expression level of RyR1, calstabin, or BNIP3 at any dose, suggesting a reduced sensitivity of the muscle to the compound in the long term, compared with the short-term treatment ([Supplemental Fig. 3S*D*](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Evaluation of animal drug exposure and the search for potential toxic effects: animal exposure in the phase 1 and 2 studies {#s37}

The overall results suggest that S48168/ARM210 exerts short-term effects on function, with evidence of ameliorated histomorphology after 4 wk of treatment; however, prolongation of the treatment did not evidently result in either an increase in efficacy or a broader action. It was then important to evaluate the degree of animal exposure to the drug to verify the maintenance of an effective level in both the plasma and muscle sites.

In the phase 1 study, the S48168/ARM210 level in plasma was assessed from blood collected about 2 h after the drinking water was withdrawn from the mice. The mean plasma concentrations were dose dependent, as they were in GC muscle ([**Table 5**](#T5){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

S48168 concentrations in plasma and GC muscle in the 4 wk treatment groups and in the 12 wk treatment groups

  Matrix                     Parameter       Unit    10 mg/kg   50 mg/kg            
  -------------------------- --------------- ------- ---------- ---------- -------- ------
  4 Wk treatment by UNIBA                                                           
   Plasma                    Concentration   µg/ml   0.881      31         3.023    34
   Skeletal muscle (GC)      Concentration   µg/g    0.151      31         0.512    48.7
                             KP                      0.18       28.7       0.174    27.9
  12 Wk treatment by AGA                                                            
   Plasma                    Concentration   µg/ml   6.125      44.4       18.775   25.7
   Skeletal muscle (GC)      Concentration   µg/g    0.552      40.6       1.716    32
                             KP                      0.093      15.3       0.094    28.6
  12 Wk treatment by UNIBA                                                          
   Plasma                    Concentration   µg/ml   0.893      54.6       5.889    75.2
   Skeletal muscle (GC)      Concentration   µg/g    0.123      45.5       1.156    42
                             KP                      0.139      21.7       0.259    70.3

KP, plasma partition coefficient.

In the phase 2 study, the S48168/ARM210 level in plasma were assessed from blood collected 20--30 min (AGA) or 2 h (UNIBA) after drinking water was withdrawn. In both studies, a clear dose-dependent exposure was observed in both the plasma and GC muscle. As expected, the drug levels were higher in the AGA study because of the shorter period after water withdrawal. In the UNIBA study, the dose dependency observed in phase 1 was confirmed. In addition, the mean plasma concentrations were similar to those found after 4 wk of treatment, whereas muscle levels were higher.

### Assessment of potential toxic effect: organs and muscle mass {#s38}

[Supplemental Figure 4S](#SM4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the mass of various organs, expressed as values normalized to the body weight to evaluate potential gross toxicity after 4 wk of treatment (phase 1). No significant drug effects were observed, except for a lower normalized mean value for the heart in *mdx* animals treated with S48168/ARM210 at 10 mg/kg per day, when compared to vehicle-treated mice. As far as other organs (spleen and liver) were concerned, only differences between the *mdx* and WT groups were observed. Similarly, no drug effect on the mass of various skeletal muscles was observed.

The heart and muscle mass values after 12 wk of treatment (phase 2) are shown in [Supplemental Fig. 5S](#SM5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. No significant difference between the genotypes was observed in the heart mass, either in the absolute mass or the mass normalized to body weight. The *mdx* mice had a greater muscle mass than did the WT mice for the tibialis anterior and quadriceps, in line with results in phase 1. A significant increase in both the absolute and normalized values of the quadriceps mass was found in the 10 mg/kg per day--treated mice (UNIBA data). In the AGA study, the changes in the organ and muscle mass were in line with findings in the UNIBA study. No differences were observed between the treatment groups, when compared to the vehicle-treated group. However, significant genotype differences were still evident in the skeletal muscle mass.

As for phase 1, the liver, kidney, and spleen maintained genotype-related differences, with minor if any drug effects (data not shown), corroborating the lack of specific organ toxicity with prolongation of the treatment. However, in the UNIBA study, a further increase in the liver mass was observed in the 50 mg/kg per day--treated mice with respect to the vehicle-treated *mdx* mice \[46.51 ± 0.81 (g/g × 1000) *vs.* 56.39 ± 2.61 (g/g × 1000); *P* \< 0.005, *n* = 8\], which was not observed in the AGA study.

DISCUSSION {#s39}
==========

In DMD, damaged skeletal muscle fibers undergo a characteristic degenerative process that is followed by regeneration ([@B43]). The progressive muscle wasting is related to a complex network of pathologic events, with dysregulation of Ca^2+^ homeostasis playing a key role ([@B43]^,^[@B44][@B45]--[@B46]). Earlier studies with S107, a Rycal targeting the skeletal muscle isoform of the SR Ca^2+^ release channel (RyR1), support a role of leaky hypernitrosylated RyRs in the alteration of Ca^2+^ homeostasis and in turn in sustaining functional and morphologic alteration of dystrophic muscles ([@B19]). S48168/ARM210, a novel Rycal derivative, has shown good oral bioavailability, together with the capacity to effectively re-establish calstabin binding to PKA-phosphorylated RyR channels in SR vesicles from either cardiac or skeletal muscles (data not shown) and a broader action on RyR1/RyR2 channels. The purpose of the present study was to perform a proof-of-concept assessment and to evaluate the efficacy of S48168/ARM210 in the most severe model of the exercised *mdx* mouse.

The 4 wk proof-of-concept study disclosed the ability of S48168/ARM210 to improve muscle force, increase DIA force, and ameliorate the DIA histologic profile. It is of interest that we observed that the mechanical threshold of the EDL myofibers improved in a dose-dependent manner, corroborating a role for leaky RyRs in the alteration of excitation--contraction coupling in the dystrophic myofibers and confirming the effect of the drug on myofiber function. In addition, indices of Ca^2+^ homeostasis, such as intracellular Ca^2+^ and calpain activity, were ameliorated in FDB and DIA muscle, respectively, corroborating the mechanism of action of S48168/ARM210. The reason that the amelioration of excitation--contraction coupling did not directly correlate with an improvement in the whole EDL muscle contractile efficiency may be a function of the more complex physiology of intact muscle. In contrast, the greater efficacy observed in the DIA could be a result of muscle-specific drug action and differences in muscle structure and metabolism, as well as the degree of tenderness and vascularization. Unfortunately, it was not feasible to obtain MT recordings in the DIA because of the less stable microelectrode impalement and voltage control related to DIA morphology; performing this recording would have yielded better insight into the correlation between function and excitation--contraction coupling. We then hypothesized that amelioration of hindlimb muscle function, directly solicited by the exercise protocol, would require longer drug exposure. Consistent with this view, 4 wk treatment with S48168/ARM210 improved the histopathology of the GC, while increasing gene expression of RyR1 and BNIP3, a marker of autophagy, which is known to be impaired in dystrophic muscle ([@B39], [@B47]).

Based on the 4 wk results, we then performed a longer assessment in parallel in the two independent sites. The reproducibility of results from independently performed scientific experiments is emphasized in various guidelines as good practice ([@B25], [@B26]) and has been put forth by regulatory agencies (*e.g.*, the U. S. Food and Drug Administration) for moving any compound from preclinical studies to clinical trials, especially for rare diseases, where clinical trials are hampered by the low number of patients. Our study was performed maintaining standard experimental conditions, according to internationally recognized SOPs for preclinical testing of therapeutics in DMD, as implemented by TREAT-NMD. SOPs for rare neuromuscular diseases are dynamically revised to include innovative methods in the identification of promising therapeutics ([@B42], [@B48]^,^[@B49]--[@B50]).

The phase 2 study showed that similar results could be obtained and then validated by two independent laboratories, as far as the activity of compound S48168/ARM210 is concerned. The reproducibility of this study was mainly attributed to the common procedures performed by the two laboratories according to SOPs, whereas the differences likely reflect the variability introduced by slightly different protocols or environmental conditions (*e.g.*, the chow composition; [Supplemental Table 1S](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

First, the comparison was made between *mdx* vehicle-treated mice and WT mice for the two laboratories. This comparison provides the phenotype effect comparison needed to determine the level of pathologic alteration of the *mdx* vehicle-treated mice *vs.* the WT mice in the two laboratories. Both laboratories showed comparable results, with similar levels of percentage decrease in functional performance in the *mdx* vehicle-treated mice, when compared to WT mice in all the parameters measured (normalized forelimb strength, DIA and EDL twitch and tetanic force). Also, a similar histopathologic profile was found, despite the high interindividual variability in pathology and analysis.

The comparison was then made between *mdx* mice treated with vehicle and *mdx* mice treated with 1 of 2 doses of S48168/ARM210. At both doses (10 and 50 mg/kg per day), the two laboratories had the same trends in terms of change in normalized forelimb strength, as well as for DIA and EDL twitch and tetanic force, except for the DIA *ex vivo* force parameters at 50 mg/kg per day, which showed an opposite trend between the two laboratories. Again, this difference may be related to several factors. Considering that the changes observed were not significantly different, they may just be related to the high interindividual variability of the genotype as well as to the environmental setting.

Given the progressive nature of DMD, it is essential, not only to determine whether a drug is rapidly efficacious in improving the muscle phenotype, but also whether the treatment maintains or even increases the beneficial effects over time. The results of the studies presented herein suggest that S48168/ARM210 is more effective in the short-term than in the long-term treatment. However, in the long-term treatment, S48168/ARM210 maintained a certain level of compound efficacy. In fact, the pharmacokinetic assessment clearly showed that dose-dependent drug exposure was maintained over time in both the plasma and muscle in both laboratories, allowing us to rule out any possible adaptation to long-term treatment. Similarly, no gross macroscopic alteration was seen in the vital organs that could lead to the occurrence of a toxic effect masking the therapeutic one.

The reason for this apparent reduction in efficacy with prolonged treatment must be better understood. A likely hypothesis is that the Rycal actually corrects the failing binding of RyR1 to calstabin but does not correct the main cause of RyR1 leakiness (*i.e.*, nitrosylation and altered channel modulation). In fact, neither effect of S48168/ARM210 has been observed on NOX2 expression, or on ROS-mediating pathways such as TGF-β or TNF-α. Given the high level of TGF-β expression (∼3-fold) in both treated and untreated *mdx* muscles, blocking TGF-β in conjunction with Rycal treatment may further enhance the efficacy of S48168/ARM210. TGF-β overexpression may indeed play a pathogenic role with respect to RyR1 oxidation and nitrosylation, as well as subsequent dissociation from calstabin. Moreover, TGF-β is a recognized player in fibrotic and *trans*-differentiation processes ([@B51]).

Identification of a druggable, muscle-specific component of the TGF-β pathway would offer a promising approach to DMD therapy, especially in combination with S48168/ARM210. In addition, this mechanism follows the pathologic progression of DMD, which can be worsened by exercise. In particular, recent studies have shown that long-term exercise in *mdx* mice may affect the expression of the molecules involved in metabolic protection against mechanical stressors, leading to an unbalanced effect of damaging signals and the consequent reinforcement of inflammation and oxidative stress ([@B39]). In this case, it would also be of interest to assess the effect of S48168/ARM210 in combination with drugs that control oxidative stress, such as the gold-standard steroids or other compounds that are effective in oxidative stress-related muscle damage, such as apocynin, *N*-acetylcysteine (NAC), and taurine ([@B52]^,^[@B53]--[@B54]). Incidentally, *in vitro* application of NAC has been found to have an effect similar to that of S107 on the leaky RyR2 channels of dystrophic heart ([@B53]). Also, the importance of crosstalk has been described in the modulation of cardiac RyR2 by oxidation and phosphorylation in *mdx* mice ([@B55]), supporting the contention that the concomitant targeting of posttranslational events may reinforce the effects of Rycal.

In the present research, an improvement in functional test outcomes for grip strength supports the general improvement in the phenotype of *mdx* mice. The overall profile of the DIA muscle was improved by S48168/ARM210 in the phase 1 study, and this effect was confirmed in the phase 2 AGA study, as far as function and histology profile are concerned, suggesting that the mice are experiencing better respiratory function. Considering that the impairment in respiratory function is a major characteristic of patients with DMD, these effects may have important therapeutic implications. GC histologic features were also improved by S48168/ARM210, which may have contributed to the amelioration observed in the grip strength measurements in the treated mice. In addition, the experiments at UNIBA showed that the effect of S48168/ARM210 on EDL muscle were slightly stronger after the long-term study than after the short-term investigation, although this difference did not reach statistical significance. Studies that employed exon skipping as a potential treatment for DMD showed an ∼10--20% improvement in specific force values ([@B56], [@B57]). This therapy targets the primary defect of the disease: dystrophin deficiency. Having compounds that help to alleviate the secondary symptoms in all patients, irrespective of mutation, and that achieve results comparable to those obtained by gene correction is of interest. The lack of efficacy of the drug in terms of the drop in eccentric contraction force is not surprising, considering that the mechanism of action does not involve a sarcolemmal reinforcement, either directly, as a result of DGC rescue, or as a result of reduction in oxidative stress, as with NAC ([@B58], [@B59]). Accordingly, no effect of the drug was observed on the CK plasma level, lending credence to the conclusion that the study and the endpoints evaluated allow a clear demonstration of specific beneficial effects.

It is widely acknowledged that the *mdx* mouse model shows significant interanimal variability, which contributes to the difficulty in observing statistically significant treatment effects in some tests, particularly histology ([@B42]). Greater effects are preferable in preclinical assays, also considering that the drug may be less effective when tested in human settings as the result of an even higher variability in disease course and modifiers. Although the lack of statistical significance should not be ignored, the interpretation of our results needs to take this variation into account. In this case, an estimation of the percentage differences in a large sample population may help determine the effect of the drug, while the recovery score is another important index for defining drug action in translational research (SOP) ([@B25], [@B26]). The identification of other biomarkers of efficacy has to be considered, to make informed decisions and in light of recent disappointing results obtained in clinical trials for drugs that were very effective in preclinical tests.

As anticipated, the levels of CK measured in *mdx* mice were significantly higher than those in WT mice. In both the phase 1 and 2 studies, no effect of the drug was observed on CK levels. The question remains as to whether the serum CK level is a true predictor of skeletal muscle damage. Several studies have indicated that, although CK levels are used as a clear diagnostic marker, especially in disease states such as DMD, the levels do not always correlate with the degree of structural damage ([@B60]^,^[@B61][@B62]--[@B63]). As mentioned earlier, a decrease in CK levels can more easily be observed after treatment with drugs that are able to reinforce the sarcolemma or to decrease inflammation and oxidative stress ([@B37], [@B40], [@B41]), and the lack of effect on this endpoint in the present setting is therefore not surprising.

Leaky RyR2 is considered to be responsible for cardiac failure and remodeling in *mdx* mice, allowing us to predict the potential usefulness of S48168/ARM210 in treating the cardiac symptoms of DMD. It would be interesting to assess the potential cardioprotective effects of the drug by echocardiography and histologic evaluation of fibrosis in *mdx* mice treated until at least 9--10 mo of age, when cardiomyopathy appears, or alternatively in a more severe disease model with an earlier cardiac involvement. In parallel, the drug levels in the hearts of *mdx* mice should be assessed. An early amelioration at the cellular level has been observed in *mdx* hearts treated with S107, suggesting that it may be worth using a preventive treatment. A longer treatment of older *mdx* mice or mice with the mutated gene on a more severe background would also help to address this important point.

Finally, our results disclosed for the first time the ability of a novel Rycal, S48168/ARM210, to exert beneficial effects on pathology progression in the more severe, exercised *mdx* mouse model. Pathology-related parameters and calcium-dependent parameters were markedly sensitive to the action of the drug, supporting our working hypothesis as well as the importance of an independent validation of the same drug in two independent research groups.

The observed decline in efficacy of the drug over time may be related to the need to control, in parallel, other mechanisms accounting for RyR1 dysfunction.

In conclusion, the rapid functional improvement induced by S48168/ARM210 in *mdx* mice, together with its oral bioavailability, low toxicity, and the potential pharmacologic effect on cardiac function, further corroborate the interest in this Rycal compound for future evaluation in the treatment of DMD.
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